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Abstract 

The work presented in this paper concerned with the design 

and hardware implementation of the Network on Chip based 

Multi- Processing System on Chip prototype. The design 

process is performed using Very High speed integrated circuit 

Hardware Description Language (VHDL) and simulated using 

ISE 14.1 software package. The structure of the Network on 

Chip (NoC) considered in this paper is a two dimension (2D) 

mesh topology network which consists of 3 by 3 nodes. Each 

node consists of three components, these are, Processing 

Element (PE), Network Interface (NI) and Router (R).  The 

nodes of the proposed network were divided into master and 

slave nodes, while each type has its own PE and NI; the router 

performs the same function in two types. The core of each 

node is the router which is responsible for directing the data 

from the source to the destination, therefore and in order to 

reduce the complexity of the network as well as the gate 

count, a minimized structure of the router has been designed 

and implemented. The target device was Spartan3AN- 

XC3S700AN FPGA with utilization of low gate count. 

Simulation process performed with clock frequency of 82.734 

MHz and the results show promising performance of the 

proposed network. The complete NoC system has been tested 

in real time and the experimental results confirmed validity of 

the design as well as the simulation results.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

During the past few years, Multiprocessor systems on chip 

have been emerged in many embedded system applications. 

With increasing the number of processors and IP blocks 

integrated on single chip, the most important performance 

bottleneck has shifted from computation to communication on 

chip. Performance and scalability of systems-on-chip (SoCs) 

has been dominated the communications are increasingly. 

System-on-chip architectures are growing both from physical 

wiring and distributed computation point. Thus wiring delays 

are becoming major reason for the gate delays, which favors 

short links. SoC communication architectures start facing 

scalability on the one hand, modularity limitations and more 

advanced bus specifications are emerging on the other hand, 

to deal with these issues at the expense of complexity and 

silicon area. 

These factors have motivated the design of Network-on-Chip 

(NoC) technology to accommodate the communication needs 

of an increasing number of integrated cores while preserving 

overall system performance. Networks-on-chip (NoCs) are 

currently viewed as a revolutionary approach to provide a 

scalable, high performance and robust infrastructure for on-

chip communication [1], [2].  

Network-On-Chip (NoC) architecture has been considered as 

the great communication solution in multi-core systems best 

than traditional bus-based communication architecture to 

offers considerable improvements concerning the scalability, 

power efficiency, productivity, and signal integrity challenges 

of complex SoC design. 

Computation requirements for embedded systems increased 

due to the growing complexity of new communication and 

multimedia standards. This encouraged to the development of 

high-performance embedded platforms that can process this 

computational requirements of recent complex algorithms. So 

increased use of multi-core with NoC in embedded systems 

solutions [2]. 

Till now, the need for designs based on NoC encouraged 

several researchers as a way to process the complex design 

issues. P. P. Pande, et. al. [3], present evaluation methodology 

for comparing the performance and characteristics of different 

NoC architectures. The evaluation process is performed by 

mapping a typical multiprocessing system to the designed 

NoC architectures. The performance index is based on 

throughput, latency, energy dissipation, and silicon area.  K. 

Goossens, et. al [4], make use of the analytical independent 

verification tool for verifying the performance requirements of 

the NoC. This leads to a guaranteed network performance 

without the need for multiple design iteration. J. Kim, et. al. 

[5], propose a path sensitive router architecture for low 

latency applications. A queuing theory is also presented for 

verifying the performance of the proposed router. The 

verification process is based on the evaluation of the average 

latency, error correction, area, and power consumption. D. 

Borrione, et. al. [6], develop a generic network on chip 

(GeNoC) as a functional model for interconnection networks. 

P. T. Wolkotte, et. al. [7], describe a simulation method for 

large homogeneous and heterogeneous network – on – chips 

on a single FPGA. In this article the NoC has been modeled 

and simulated based on SystemC and FPGA. This approach 

enables the observation of the NoC behavior for large variety 

of traffic patterns. N. Genko, et. al. [8], implement a flexible 

framework on an FPGA that is suitably explore, evaluate, and 

compare a different NoC topology with limited effort. A. 

Kohler, and M. Radetzki [9], describe a fault tolerant solution 

for a 2D – mesh NoC. The designed algorithm can overcome 

six kinds of single link failures. A. Patooghy, and S. G. 

Miremad [10], propos of sending redundant copy of the 

original packet through different paths in the NoC. As the 

original and the redundant packets reach the destination, it can 
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be detect the error in the packet if exist. C. Wang, et. al. [11] 

presented a diagonally – linked mesh (DMesh) NoC 

architecture that provides enhancement of the network 

transmission and meets power consumption requirements. Y. 

Liu, et. al. [12], developed scalable and flexible NoC 

emulation framework, which enables of building various 

network types based on FPGA. The design is partitioned into 

processing core and routing which are implemented in two 

FPGAs. F. Trivino, et. al. [13], proposed INetwork interface 

that enables simulation of any network inside the Simics – 

GEMS platform. A comparison with the trace – driven model 

has been performed which shows no significant difference 

between two approaches. M. K. Papamichael [14], developed 

a two simulation engines for the NoC based on FPGA. These 

two engines are designed using Verilog Hardware Description 

Language and implemented on a Xilinix ML605 FPGA. This 

approach implements smaller network directly on FPGA, 

while the larger one is implemented based on time – 

multiplexed approach. W. Tsai, et. al. [15], proposed a novel 

bidirectional channel NoC (BiNoC) backbone architecture, 

which can be easily; integrated into most conventional NoC 

designs and result improve the NoC performance with an 

appropriate cost. V. Fresse, et. al. [16], developed a modified 

algorithm of the 2D NoC to use in the 3D NoC based on multi 

FPGAs. The modification focuses on the routing algorithm 

established in the 2D NoC. The remaining components of the 

2D NoC are considered as a resources of the 3D architecture. 

Ghe. Heck, et. al. [17], presented a simple modules based 

platform to validate the design of NoC. The proposed 

platform provides early information for the design of NoC. S. 

Y. Jiang, et. al. [18], presented a reconfiguration methodology 

for defining a new routing algorithm to replace the broken 

paths. The effectiveness and reliability of this algorithm have 

been verified using ISE platform. D. Wang, et. al. [19], 

proposed a fast and flexible FPGA based NoC simulation 

architecture. The components of NoC have been mapped to a 

generic NoC simulation engine which has the advantages of 

simulating any NoC architecture. N. Baby, et. al. [20], 

discussed the design of three different NoC topologies these 

are; 2D Mesh, Torus, and RiCoBiT. Performance comparison 

of these three topologies has been presented for supporting the 

network designers. As the number of nodes increased, it is 

found that the RiCoBiT topology has the best performance.  

The aim of this paper is to design and implementation of 3×3 

mesh 2-D with Minimized Structure of NoC router using 

FPGA, which Balances between the flexibility of soft logic 

and the best performance. 

 

NETWORK ARCHITECTURE 

The simplified architecture of NoC is shown in Fig.1. It is 

implemented as a 2-D mesh network which consists of 3×3 

matrix of nodes. 

 

Figure 1. 3×3 Network Schematic 

 

As indicated in Fig.1, each node contains three parts these are; 

processing element (PE), network adapter or interfacing (NI), 

and router (R). In order to explore and highlight the full 

performance of the NoC, a processing element (PE) with 

simple operation is suggested. The nodes of the network are 

divided into two types, the first type representing the master 

nodes, while the second type representing a slave. The 

function of the master node is either (write – in) or (read – 

from) the slave node. Accordingly, the slave acts as a memory 

that either store the data received from master or send data 

that the master request it. The nodes are connected physically 

by a set of wires called links which implement the 

communication actually. These links have two unidirectional 

channels in opposite directions which performing the full – 

duplex connection. The network has a uniform number of 

wires per channel which represent channel bit width. The 

designed network has been addressed five nodes as a master 

type and four nodes as a slave type as shown in Fig.2. 

 

Figure 2. The arrangement of nodes 

 

As indicated in Fig.2, each node in this network can be 

connected to other nodes through the routers which are 

implemented as router per node. Therefore, the topology of 

the proposed network provides a full flexibility for data 

exchange between nodes. 
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Router: 

a. Router architecture: 

The main feature of the NoC is summarized by using the 

routing technique instead of conventional bus technique. 

Therefore, the router represents the core of each node in the 

network. As its name, the task of the router is to guide and 

coordinate the data flow between nodes. The router consists of 

five bidirectional ports (Local, North, East, South, and Wets) 

as shown in Fig.3. Each port is connected to the neighbor 

node for simplifying packet Switching and passing while the 

fifth port is for local node. This configuration will regulate 

data transfer between multiple nodes in the network. 

 

Figure 3. Router functional view 

 

The designed router has two arrays of buffers to support 

regular data transfer and overcomes channel bottleneck and 

collisions. These arrays are at the input and output of the 

router which are named BABI and BABO. The size of each 

array is determined by the packet size and the number of 

router’s ports. The packet size is chosen to be 25-bits, so that 

each array has a dimension of 5×25 as shown in Fig.4. This 

structure of the router will provide data regularity. 

 

Figure 4. Proposed Router architectural view 

 

The router also contains an implicit crossbar component 

which is responsible for physically connecting an input port to 

its destined output port. It is also containing an array of 

buffers CABI with the same dimension of RABI. The 

connection mechanism through crossbar needs to be 

controlled according to the predetermined criteria and a grant 

sent by the arbiter. A round – robin arbiter is used to drive the 

connection mechanism of the crossbar as shown in Fig.5. 

 

Figure 5. Connection Mechanism 

 

In order to perform its task, the arbiter contains arrays (ABL1 

and ABL2) each of dimension (5×25) to hold the data 

transferred. Arbiter is controlled by five bit acknowledge 

signal (Collision) as shown in Fig.6. The crossbar-arbiter 

combination provides smooth data transfer from input ports of 

the router to the desired output ports. It has been designed 

logically implicitly in router to reducing the area and to 

relieving complexity. 

 

Figure 6. Arbiter structure. 

 

The router also contains two registers (BSIN and BSOUT) 

with 5-bits for each register. Each bit in the BSIN register 

refers to the specific node and when that node is busy the 

corresponding bit will be set to 1. Conversely, each bit in the 

BSOUT register informs the specific node about the status of 

the current router. In other words, BSIN and BSOUT registers 

declare the status of each node to the adjacent nodes. 

 

b. Routing coordination: 

At the start of the routing cycle, the router puts the packets 

come from local and adjacent nodes in the input buffer RABI. 

According to the status of arbiter’s array ABL1, the packet 

delivered to crossbar buffer is either from input buffer or from 

arbiter buffer as illustrated in the flow chart shown in Fig.7. 
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Figure 7. Load Packet to the ABIN. 

 

The next step is to determine the desired direction for each 

packet. In order to perform this task, each packet defines the 

desired direction in Y-X format using 3-bits (1-bit sign and 2-

bits value) for the vertical axis Y and the same for horizontal 

axis X. The router looks firstly to the sign of Y, if it is set to 1 

then the packet moves to the north and the value decreased by 

1. If the sign of Y set to 0 then the packet moves to the south 

and the value decreased by 1. When the value of Y equal 0, 

the router looks to the sign of X and moves the packet either 

to east or west according to the same procedure in Y axis. In 

the case of both Y and X values equal 0, that means the packet 

reaches the destination node and should be transferred to the 

processing element via network interface. After calculating 

the desired direction for the processed packet, the router looks 

to the collision flag. If the collision flag set to 1, the processed 

packet will be hold in (ABL1), else the processed packet will 

be load to the output buffer BABO. The flow chart shown in 

Fig.8 illustrates the procedure of routing packet. 

 

Figure 8. Routing Packet 

 

The collision flag is set to 1 when the busy-in flag of the 

desired packet requests the same direction. The routing 

algorithm takes into account the priority of the packets 

according to the following sequence; Local, North, East, 

South, and West. Therefore, when more than one packet 

requests the same output direction the router will pass the 

prior packet. 

 

NETWORK INTERFACING: 

A network interface (NI) is the point of interconnection 

between the router (R) and the processing element (PE). It is 

providing standardized function for separation between the 

computation and communication. The PE (as will be 

explained next) deals with the data as well as 

acknowledgement information indicating what should have 

performed inside PE. On the other hand, the router R deals 

with a packet that includes both data and acknowledgement 

information in compact form. Therefore, the function of NI is 

either encode the data and acknowledgement in packet form 

(packetized) or decode the packet to the data and 

acknowledgement (de-packetized). This function of NI makes 

it as a focal point between the router and PE. 

There are three types of operation between nodes in the 

proposed network these are; write-in, read-request, and read-

return. The write process is the status when the master sends 

data to be stored in the slave. When the master needs to read 

data from the slave, the read-request process should be 

performed. As soon as the read-request delivered to the slave, 

the read-return process is beginning for sending data 

requested from master. Accordingly, the NI module 

configures three types of packets as shown in Fig.9. 
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(a) Write 

 

(b) Read request 

 

(c) Read return 

Figure 9. Packets Formats 

 

 

PROCESSING ELEMENT 

As stated before, the nodes in the network are divided into 

master and slave nodes. The type of the node is determined 

according to the type of the processing element used. 

Therefore, the processing elements PEs in the network are 

classified as master PE and slave PE. 

a. Master PE: 

The objective of the master PE is to perform two 

operation cycles. The first cycle is to store the data in the 

slave PE which means write operation. The result of this 

operation is the packet form shown in fig.9 (a). When the 

master PE needs to read data from slave it will starts the read 

request operation which results the packet form shown in fig.9 

(b). The block diagram of the master PE is shown in fig.10 

(a), while fig.10 (b) shows a functional operation of the 

master PE in node 1 which is read data from slave PE in node 

2 and write in slave 4 and 8. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 10: (a) Master PE block. (b) Master PE operation 

 
b. Slave PE: 

The objective of slave PE is either store data in write 

operation, or delivers data to the master PE in read return 

operation. Therefore, the slave PE is act as a memory module 

which contains two parts. The first part contains 5 empty 

registers (2x1), each one of them dedicated for storing data for 

one of the five Master devices during write operation. Another 

part contains 4 filled registers which are dedicated for 

delivering data during read return operation as shown in 

fig.11. The result of this operation is the packet form shown in 

fig.9 (c). 
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Figure  11: Structure of Slave PE 

 

DESIGN SUMMARY:  

The designed network has been implemented using VHDL 

and simulated using Xilinx ISE 13.4 software package. The 

target device was Spartan-3AN starter Kit. The device 

utilization summary is shown in table 1. 

Table 1: Design utilization summary. 

 
The operating frequency of this design is 83.734 MHz, as 

shown in Figure (9) the timing summary for functional 

simulation. 

 

Figure 9. Timing design summary 

 

SIMULATION RESULTS: 

Simulation refers to the verification of a design, its function 

and performance. In this section simulation of each part of the 

network has been performed. Figure (10) shows the 

simulation results of the router, when two input packets (north 

and east) requested the same output direction (north), the 

busy-in signal (00000), According to the dynamic priority, the 

data packet from east input port is stored into buffer, while the 

packet from the north input port has been sent to its 

destination.  

 

Figure 10. Output Waveform of on-chip router 

 

Master network interface adopted protocol to packetize and de 

packetizes the signals and packets from router to processing 

element and vice versa. Where Master-NI packetizes the 

received signals from master PE (address, write enable, write 

data, read request enable) and send it to the router in the case 

of write and read request, as shown in fig.11(a). Also, master 

NI depacketized the received packet from the router (packet 

data in) to signals (read data, read return enable) and send 

them to the PE in the case of read return, as shown in fig.11. 

(b). 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 11. Output Waveform of Master Network Interface 

 

For the slave NI, in the case of write or read request, it 

depacketized the received packets from the router (packet data 

in) to signals (address, write enable, write data, read request) 

and send them to the PE, as shown in Fig.12. (a). While in the 

case of read return it packetizes the received signals from PE 

(read data, read return enable) and send the packet to the 

router, as shown in Fig.12. (b). 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 12. Output Waveform of Slave Network Interface 

 

Fig.13. shows the simulation results when the master 

processing element (m1) sends (address, write enable, write 

data, read request) signals in the case of reading from or 

writing to a slaves. It receives (read return enable, read data) 

signals from NI When a slave device responds on the read 

request. 

 

Figure 13. Output Waveform of master device 

 

For the slave processing element, the result of simulation 

shown in Figure (14). In this figure, the slave receives 

(address, write enable, write data) signals in the case of write 

in the slave. In this case, the slave processing element will 

store the data in addressed registers. In the case of read 

request, the slave receives (address, read request) signals and 

sends (read return , read data) signals to the NI.  

 

Figure 14. Output Waveform of slave device 

The functional simulation of the whole network system is 

shown in Fig.15. To better understand the results and data 

traffic, the data has been shown in (hexadecimal). For 

example, the value (41) means data sent from slave 4 to 

master 1 which is the result of a reading process, and the value 

(92) is the result of writing the master 9 in slave 2. As 

indicated in Fig.15, the functional behavior of proposed 

network has been verified and all data are reached the 

destination nodes. 

 

Figure 15. input and output Waveform of network in case of 

writing 

 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS:  

Real-time verification is needed to confirm the validity of the 

designed network as well as simulation results. Therefore, this 

section presents the experimental results of the complete 

network presented in the preceding sections. The target device 

considered in this paper was the Spartan – 3AN starter kit 

FPGA. This device was configured to display the data traffic 

between nodes at its LCD. Fig.16. (a) shows the data packets 

in hexadecimal which sent from slave 6 to the master 5 and 

master 7, where the slave responds to read requests from these 

masters. Fig.16. (b) Shows the value (74) in salve 4, that 

means the master 7 writes data (01110100) in slave 4. The 

data packets are gradually shown one after the other in the 

LCD of the FPGA. Data has been shown by hexadecimal to 

understand data movement when simulating a network. 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 16. The display results of Master1 

 

CONCLUSION 

A 3X3 2-D mesh network on chip based multi – processor 

system on chip prototype has been designed and implemented 

using VHDL. Each node in this system consists of three parts 

these are; processing element (PE), network interface (NI), 

and router (R). The nodes in the proposed system have been 

divided into five master nodes and four slave nodes. The 

proposed system is implemented in a Spartan – 3AN starter 

kit FPGA. Both simulation and experimental processes are 

performed to confirm the validity of the designed system. 

Simulation and experimental results show reliable and robust 

network and the designed network reduced complexity and 

sufficient clock frequency for typical operation. 
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